From:
Sharon Moore
To:
All GAF Certified Contractors
Subject:
National Car Rental and Enterprise Rent-A-Car are preferred rental car suppliers for GAF
.
Our program with National and Enterprise provides you with special recognition, service and speed
whether renting at an airport or in the local market where you live and work. National provides speed
and consistency for our most frequent airport travelers through the Emerald Club. Enterprise
provides the personal attention and award-winning customer service others desire for both airport and
local rentals.
Before your first rental with National or Enterprise, you must take the time to enroll in the Frequent Renter
programs noted below. This will ensure you receive the appropriate rates, services and benefits every
time you rent. If you are already enrolled in Emerald Club, you do not need to enroll again through
this announcement.
We are pleased to offer you a complimentary membership in the
Emerald Club. Emerald Club is recognized at both National and
Enterprise. However, Emerald Aisle by-pass counter and choose your
vehicle, is only available at National Car Rental. Please click on the
enrollment link below to access the online application and complete the
enrollment process. This will take approximately 5 minutes and your
membership will be active immediately upon completion.

As an Emerald Club member, you will receive the following benefits, among others:
Specific to National Car Rental:


Bypass the counter and choose your own car – Book a mid-size vehicle, bypass the rental
®
counter and go directly to the Emerald Club Aisle at more than 70 major airports in the U.S. and
Canada. On the Emerald Club Aisle, choose your own car from a selection of mid-size and larger
vehicles, and pay the reserved mid-size rate, regardless of the car you choose from the Aisle. If
you know in advance that you need a larger vehicle, ie: Minivan, then you should book that
specific car class to guarantee that vehicle will be available.



Status Match – National will match your current status with another vendor. Simply enroll
via the link above and forward your new Emerald Club number for upgrade.
E-receipts for faster returns - There's no need to wait around for a piece of paper when you return
your car. Sign up to receive this benefit and we will automatically email your receipts to you within
24 hours of each returned rental.
Choose your rewards - Earn rental credits towards a Free Rental Day with every seven rental
credits earned. Or choose to automatically receive frequent flyer miles for each day rented
(average of 50 frequent flyer miles per rental day - amount varies by airline).
For a very Quick video tour of how the Emerald Aisle works click here:
http://www.emeraldaisle.com/XZ247G3







Specific to Enterprise Car Rental:
Emerald Club members may reserve at Enterprise Rent A Car locations using their Emerald Club
number allowing for the contracted rates and certain profile data availability at the Enterprise
counter. NOTE: You will receive counter service at Enterprise where you will be walked to your
car and receive more handheld service. Counter By-Pass is not available at Enterprise. You
should use your Emerald Club number when booking Enterprise to ensure the GAF - Certified
Contractor program is applied.

